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Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw 

Press Coverage Review 



The Times 

Print, 21/03/2018 



The Observer 

Print, 11/03/2018 



The Irish Independent, Weekend Magazine 

Print, 21/04/2018 



The Irish Independent, Weekend Magazine 

Print, 21/04/2018 



The Irish Independent, Weekend Magazine 

Print, 21/04/2018 



The Irish Independent, Weekend Magazine 

Print, 21/04/2018 



The Lady Magazine 

Print, 16/04/2018 



The Lady Magazine 

Print, 16/04/2018 



The Lady Magazine 

Print, 16/04/2018 



Country & Town House Magazine  

Print, 05/2018 



 Metropolitan Magazine (Eurostar)  

Print, 05/2018  



 BHMagazino (Greece)  

Print, 04/2018  



 BHMagazino (Greece)  

Print, 04/2018  



 BHMagazino (Greece)  

Print, 04/2018  



 BHMagazino (Greece)  

Print, 04/2018  



 AIR Magazine (Dubai)  

Print, 03/2018 



Absolutely Kensington Magazine 

Print, 03/2018 



In and Around Covent Garden  

Print, May/June Edition, 2018 



Londres Magazine 

Print, 03/2018 



The World of Interiors Magazine 

Print, 03/2018 



The Guardian 

Online, 03/2018 

Life with the Kennedys revealed in photography show 

Exhibition of work by Life photographer Mark Shaw shows the Kennedys’ home life as JFK rose from sen-

ator to president. 

New York photographer Mark Shaw began his career capturing the images of stars such Elizabeth Taylor and 
Audrey Hepburn for Life magazine, but the back catalogue he left on his death in 1969 at the age of 47 is best 
known for the candid glimpse it offers into the home life of the Kennedys. 

Now Shaw’s photographs of President John F Kennedy’s family, taken both at the White House and at their sum-

mer retreat at Hyannis Port, Massachusetts, are to go on show at the Proud Central gallery near the Strand in Lon-

don. Chronicling the charismatic couple at the heart of a presidential court that became known as Camelot, Shaw’s 

historic shots were taken over the period in which Kennedy ascended from the role of senator to president. Among 

the key photographs on show will be JFK’s favourite portrait of himself, as well as shots of Jackie playing with her 

children. One of the most striking images shows Jackie leaning out of the family sailing boat clutching Shaw ’s cam-

era. 

The photographer became a close friend of the family after he was commissioned to take a series of casual stud-

ies of Jacqueline during the presidential campaign of 1959. 

Following Kennedy’s assassination in 1963, Shaw was so affected he distanced himself from photography. On 

Shaw’s death his photos were put in storage and unseen for more than 40 years until Shaw’s son and his wife 

founded The Mark Shaw Photographic Archive in 1996 and his pictures were republished in a book. 

Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw at Proud Central runs from 22nd March – 6th May 2018. 

Jackie Kennedy swings her daughter Caroline in the shallows at Hyannis 

Port in 1959. Photograph: © Mark Shaw/mptvimages.com  

https://www.proudonline.co.uk/exhibitions
https://www.proudonline.co.uk/


The Daily Mail 

Online, 20/03/2018 

From the campaign trail to holidays at the summer house, a new-

ly-unveiled set of revealing images offers an intimate look at the 

life of former president John F. Kennedy and his wife Jackie. 

The photographs were taken by celebrated LIFE photojournalist 

and filmmaker Mark Shaw, who documented the glamorous cou-

ple as John F. Kennedy progressed from Senator of Massachu-

setts to his early presidency.  

He captured the couple both in staged portraits and in candid 

moments, including precious family time with a young Caroline. 

The images are going on public display as part of a 

new London exhibition by the Proud Galleries marking the 55th 

anniversary of President Kennedy's death.  

After initially being commissioned to capture the Kennedys on the presidential campaign trail, Shaw developed a 

close personal friendship with the family and became their unofficial photographer. 

His relationship with the family meant he was invited to share in some of their most intimate moments, including 

trips away to their holiday home in Hyannis Port, Massachusetts. 

Shaw's images chronicle the Kennedys' life in 1959, six years after 

their wedding and two years before JFK became president of the 

United States. 

The exhibition includes Kennedy's favorite portrait of himself, an intro-

spective image of him walking into the windswept landscape of Hyan-

nis Port with his back turned. This photo has been used frequently 

since JFK’s assassination to symbolize his presidency. It is unclear 

whether the frame currently hangs in the White House, but it has 

been on display through multiple presidencies since JFK was assassi-

nated. 

Jackie swings Caroline in the shallows at Hyannis Port, 1959: This is the Mark Shaw Photographic Archive ’s most 

popular Kennedy image. The shot embodies the candid relaxed style that made Mark Shaw’s portraits so well re-

membered. To take a political figure and to put them in a setting where they look both relaxed and glamorous was 

unheard of at that time. America fell in love with the First Family thanks to this photograph and a few others like it.  

 

 

 



The Daily Mail 

Online, 20/03/2018 

Other highlights include a light-hearted shot of 

Jacqueline Kennedy swinging daughter Caroline in 

the air as they splash in the shallows. The shot 

embodies the candid relaxed style that made Mark 

Shaw’s portraits so well remembered. To take a 

political figure and to put them in a setting where 

they look both relaxed and glamorous was un-

heard of at that time. 

A third image features the glamorous First Lady 

sitting at her husband's desk at Capitol Hill while 

he was still senator. It illustrates the authority and 

respect she held in the public spotlight at the time. 

Jackie's sense of style is also encapsulated in the 

photos, which show her in a colorful skirt in Hyan-

nis Port, where the Kennedy Compound is located, 

and wearing some of her trademark ensembles and rows of pearls. 

Chillingly, another snap shows the couple in a convertible car during JFK's presidential campaign—a vehicle 

that calls to mind the one in which the president was assassinated in 1963, a mere four years after the picture 

was taken. 

The photos are a mix of candid snaps that illustrate the couple's intimate family life, including during their vaca-

tions at Hyannis Port, and their rise as a power couple, captured in a striking shot of the pair at the White 

House, with Jackie standing behind her husband with her arm wrapped around his shoulder.  

They also show the pair as parental figures to Caroline, now 60. JFK and Jackie were also parents to John F. 

Kennedy Jr., who died in 1999 aged 38 in a plane crash, Patrick, who passed away two days after his birth due 

to hyaline membrane disease, which is now called respiratory distress syndrome, and a stillborn daughter 

named Arabella, to whom Jackie gave birth in 1956. 

Her first pregnancy, in 1955, resulted in a miscarriage.  

Shaw, who photographed notable celebrities of the 1950s for Harper's Bazaar and other major fashion publica-

tions, distanced himself from photography following President Kennedy's assassination, deeply affected by the 

loss of his close friend.  

When Shaw unexpectedly died at the age of 47, the majority of his works were placed into storage and re-

mained unseen for over 40 years.  

In 1996, Shaw's son David and his wife Juliet founded The Mark Shaw Photographic Archive and his pictures 

were re-introduced to a new audience in The Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw photobook.  

The collection has since become a lasting tribute to the work of Shaw, encapsulating the memories and experi-

ences of his close relationship with the Kennedys at a pivotal moment in American history. 

Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw, Proud Central, 22nd March – 6th May 

2018, www.proud.co.uk  

 
 



Evening Standard 

Online, 27/03/2018 

For many, John F Kennedy is the president who trumps them all - and now a new exhibition will 

show never-before-seen photographs of him at home with his family. 

Proud Galleries central venue is offering Londoners an inside-look at the Kennedy Family’s most intimate mo-

ments, thanks to a series of historic photographs by Mark Shaw. 

The exhibition, Life with the Kennedys, highlights former US president John F Kennedy’s golden years in office, 

including shots of him with his family, relaxing in Cape Cod and taking on the presidential campaign trail with his 

ever-famous wife, the iconic Jackie O. The series comes to Proud Central 55 years after the president’s tragic 

public assassination in Dallas, Texas. 

Mark Shaw began his relationship with the Kennedys in 1959 after being commissioned to capture portraits of 

the family during JFK’s presidential run. He developed a good friendship with the family, and soon after became 

the Kennedy's unofficial photographer. Some of his most famous works include snaps of the family in Hyannis 

Port, Massachusetts, including JFK’s favourite portrait of himself on the beach. 

The exhibition runs at Proud Central until May 6; proudgalleries.com 

https://www.proudonline.co.uk/
https://www.proudonline.co.uk/exhibitions


The Telegraph 

Online, 23/03/2018 

The concept of presidential style may be somewhat redundant regarding today’s U.S administration (aren’t so many 

things?), led by a man whose scraggly wotsit-hued main looks highly flammable and whose off-duty attire looks like 

a Florida geriatric pontificating at the crazy golf (which, in effect, he is). 

But there was a time when America’s leaders captivated the world with their presence and magisterial elegance; 

never more so than John F. Kennedy. His recent depiction in The Crown might have put the focus on Jackie Kenne-

dy’s magnetic allure, but the main man himself was no wallflower, and that was helped in part by his sense of style. 

A new exhibition at Proud Galleries, Life with the Kennedys, features Life photographer Mark Shaw’s intimate por-

traits of the couple in their more relaxed moments at home, in the month that would be the 55th anniversary since 

his assassination. 

Which isn’t to say JFK’s style was particularly attention grabbing or striking. Instead, like all the best dressed men, 
his look was considered but unassuming, polished but never showy. 

Long before Ralph Lauren began re-packaging the American Dream in sartorial form and proposing a vision of 
collegiate, East Coast preppiness and wholesome, sporty, youthful dynamism, JFK was its poster boy; he was the 
Commander in Chief, but that didn’t stop him looking able to beat you at a game of tennis. 

A lifelong fan of historical tailoring institution Brooks Brothers - he wore a Brooks Brothers suit to his inauguration, 
for which he opted to wear a morning suit instead of business suit to mark the gravity of the situation - his style 
was a balance of contemporary vim and classicism. 

The post-war America needed a young, vibrant leader, and that parlayed into how he presented himself; polo 
shirts while sailing off Nantucket, neat chinos, slim fitting suits. When he did embrace serious tailoring, it was al-
ways with streamlined and pared-back - not the fusty, heavy duty, corporate suits of the 50s - with narrow ties and 
ever present Ray Ban Wayfarers. 

John F. Kennedy’s style: why his legacy lives on 



The Telegraph 

Online, 23/03/2018 

And as spring tentatively approaches, it’s worth adhere to some of the tenets of his Ivy League style. First; get 

the proportions right. There were none of the Eisenhower-era saggy suits. 

JFK’s trousers were almost always cropped above the ankle, which unless you’re of a shorter stature, serve to 

look a tad more dynamic and on-the-go. Likewise, think about the proportions of your tie; a large, flabby affair 

adds bulk, whereas JFK’s were streamlined, in club stripes. 

One even had the words ‘THINK’ subtly woven throughout the pattern. Secondly, streamline everything; it’s rare 

to see JFK with a pocket square when he wore a suit, while his off-duty style was clean and unfettered; neat po-

los, sailing jackets and chinos with minimal extraneous fuss. Not a flapping, Brillo pad hair piece in sight.   

By Stephen Doig 

23 March 2018 • 6:00am 

The Kennedy brothers, JFK on the left, photographed in Massachusetts in 1960 
CREDIT: REUTERS  



Vogue 

Online, 23/03/2018 

The Exhibitions You Need To Visit This Spring 

From a blockbuster Picasso retrospective to a display of lavish royal fashion, Vogue rounds up the best        

exhibitions to visit now. 

LIFE photojournalist Mark Shaw spent years taking informal photographs of the Kennedys as JFK made the 

transition from senator to president – capturing them everywhere from the White House to the campaign trail 

to their home in Hyannis Port. Life with the Kennedys at Proud Galleries showcases some of his most inti-

mate portraits, from Jackie reclining in her husband’s office to JFK lost in thought on the beach. 

From March 22 

Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw at Proud 

Galleries  



Vogue Spain 

Online, 01/04/2018 

Los Kennedy viajan a Londres esta primavera 

Una exposición de fotografías en la capital británica revela el íntimo retrato de una de las familias 

americanas más célebres del siglo XX 

Beatriz Cerezo — Con motivo del 55 aniversario del trágico asesinato del presidente de Estados Unidos John 
Fitzgerald Kennedy, la galería de arte londinense Proud Central Art Gallery inaugura la exposición "Life 
with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw". Una muestra única que recoge en imágenes la carrera 
y la vida familiar de John F. Kennedy y el papel de su esposa, el eterno icono de la moda Jacqueline 
Kennedy, desde su etapa como senador hasta su llegada a la presidencia. Un episodio fundamental de 
la historia reciente de Estados Unidos documentado por el fotógrafo de la revista Life (y, posteriormente, gran 
amigo de la familia) Mark Shaw. 

La relación entre la familia Kennedy y Mark Shaw se inició en 1959, cuando el fotógrafo neoyorkino 

recibió el encargo de retratar la campaña presidencial del entonces senador y su esposa Jackie. Shaw había 

comenzado su carrera profesional a mediados de la década anterior, trabajando para la revista Harper's Ba-

zaar, a las órdenes del director de arte Alexey Brodovitch, que se convirtió en su mentor. Con los años, se 

labró una gran reputación como fotógrafo de moda y celebrities. Delante de su objetivo desfilaron todas 

las grandes estrellas de Hollywood del momento, como Elizabeth Taylor, Grace Kelly, Cary Grant, Brig-

itte Bardot o una jovencísima Audrey Hepburn, a la cual inmortalizó durante el rodaje de la película Sa-

brina. A partir de 1952, comenzó a trabajar como fotógrafo freelance para la revista Life, lo cual le per-

mitió el acceso a otro tipo de personalidades públicas como el artista Pablo Picasso o el propio John F. Kenne-

dy, con quien llegaría a entablar una gran amistad. 

Los íntimos y cálidos retratos del candidato a la presidencia y su mujer, se convirtieron en uno de sus trabajos 

más memorables. Además de las fotografías oficiales en la Casa Blanca, Mark Shaw tomó numerosas instan-

táneas de la familia, inmortalizando sus momentos domésticos más relajados, con frescura y naturali-

dad. Retrató sus vacaciones en Hyannis Port, sus paseos en barco, la cercana relación de Jacqueline y John 

con sus hijos, el amor de la pareja, el legendario estilo personal de Jackie… también es el autor del retrato 

favorito de JFK: una introspectiva imagen suya de espaldas, caminando reflexivo. Tras el asesinato del 

presidente Kennedy en 1963, un profundamente afectado Mark Shaw se distanció poco a poco de la 

fotografía hasta su repentino fallecimiento tan sólo seis años más tarde. 

Tras su muerte, con tan sólo 47 años de edad, la mayor parte de su trabajo quedó relegado al olvido durante 

casi cuarenta años, hasta que, en 1996, su hijo David decidió fundar el archivo "The Mark Shaw Photographic 

Archive" y reeditar el libro The John F. Kennedys: a family album, que volvió a dar a conocer sus foto-

grafías al gran público. Ahora, sus instantáneas más célebres podrán disfrutarse en esta nueva exposición en 

Londres, que permanecerá abierta hasta el día 6 de mayo. 

Un viaje apasionante al corazón de la historia americana que trasmite el optimismo arrollador de los años del 

American Dream. Una visita única al interior de la casa de una de las familias más carismáticas del sig-

lo, que convierte a la capital británica en destino obligado para los amantes de la fotografía (y la moda) esta 

primavera. 



Tatler 

Online, 15/03/2018 

'People tend to freeze in front of the camera… I shoot a few frames and try not to move around too much... it makes 
the person less aware of the photographer. Mainly I try to... create an atmosphere of a friend taking their picture, ra-
ther than a photographer.' This was, in his own words, how Mark Shaw managed to get some of the world's most fa-
mous people, including Elizabeth Taylor, Grace Kelly, Audrey Hepburn, Pablo Picasso and Brigitte Bardot, to relax in 
his presence. But his crowning glory was the intimate portraits he took of the Kennedy family, on show from next 
week at Proud Central, WC2, to mark the 55th anniversary of JFK's death. 

Born in 1921, Mark Shaw began his career in New York, capturing the celebrities of the Fifties for Harper's Ba-
zaar and other fashion titles. He was the first photographer allowed backstage at the couture shows in Paris, and his 
colour photographs from this period are breathtaking. He built a reputation as a portrait photographer and started 
freelancing for Life magazine, and it was through LIFE that he first met the Kennedy family in 1959 after he was sent 
on an assignment to photograph Jackie Kennedy for the cover. Over time Shaw built a strong rapport with the family, 
becoming part of their inner circle, and after the inauguration he acted as their unofficial photographer. 

He was given unrestricted access to the White House and Hyannis Port, and even went on holiday to Portofino with 
Jackie. The portraits in this exhibition provide an unparallelled insight into their domestic life, full of warmth and inti-
macy; the collection also includes JFK's favourite portrait of himself, a wistful image of him walking with his back 
turned. 'For the most part, these photographs are not of state occasions or ceremonies, nor do they show moments 
of crisis or violence,' Shaw said. 'These photographs were taken in order to catch and reflect the mood, the feeling of 
a given moment. 'Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw, 22 March–6 May at Proud Galleries.  

Life with the Kennedys: A look at the family’s most intimate portraits 

A new exhibition offer an unparalleled insight into the American First Family’s domestic life 

A portrait of John and Jackie Kennedy at the White House, 1959 



Tatler (2) 

Online, 21/03/2018 

We know what you’re thinking: how can someone with the surname 
Schwarzenegger be a Kennedy? Well, that will happen if your mother 
happens to be JFK’s niece – her mother Eunice was his sister – and 
then marries Arnold Schwarzenegger. Young Patrick grew up in Los An-
geles and was educated at the University of Southern California. Now 
he has a philanthropic clothing line (part of a company that his parents 
helped him found when he was a teenager) and, thanks to his dashing 
good looks, is signed with LA Models. Alas, ladies, he ’s dating one too: 
Abby Champion (following a brief relationship with Miley Cyrus). This 
year he was cast in his first leading role, in the rom -com Midnight Sun, 
out in the US this week. Like all the Kennedy clan, he ’s on Instagram – 
catch him at @patrickschwarzenegger. 

Kick is not to be confused with her great -aunt, Kick Kennedy, Marchion-
ess of Hartington, who married the present Duke of Devonshire ’s uncle 
and died in a plane crash in 1948. The daughter of Robert F Kennedy Jr, 
and great-niece of JFK, Kick grew up hanging out with her father and 
doing zany stuff – including, notably, hauling the head of a dead 
beached whale onto the top of the family minivan. As you do. 'People on 
the highway were giving us the finger, but that was just normal day -to-
day stuff for us,' she said. Nevertheless, she is keen not to focus entire-
ly on the family name and has pursued a career as an actress, having 
appeared in Gossip Girl and Curb Your Enthusiasm. 'Hopefully, one day 
people will come see me for something that doesn ’t have to do with my 
last name,' she said in 2014. Instagram: @kickkennedy 



Harper’s Bazaar 

Online, 21/03/2018 

 

  

Jackie swings Caroline in the shallows at Hyannis Port, 1959 

© Mark Shaw / mptvimages.com 

The most famous First Family in American history is the subject of a new photographic exhibition set to open at 

the central-London gallery Proud Central this week. Documenting the golden years of the Kennedys, from JFK’s 

role as senator to his early presidency, the intimate portraits capture the family at its most hopeful and energet-

ic, poignantly unaware of the impending tragedy. 

Marking the 55th anniversary of JFK’s assassination, the exhibition features a selection of photographs taken by 

Mark Shaw, a former contributor to Harper’s Bazaar whose other eminent subjects included Audrey Hepburn, 

Elizabeth Taylor, Brigitte Bardot and Pablo Picasso. 

The close relationship Shaw built with the Kennedys put him in the trusted position of an unofficial family pho-

tographer who was warmly invited to chronicle their lives in both the White House and at their holiday home in 

Hyannis Port. The images range from posed portraits to more naturalistic shots, such as the touching scene in 

which Jackie swings her daughter high in the air on the beach. 

The pictures are all the more affecting because of what happened after they were taken: Shaw, stricken by the 

unexpected death of his friend, retired almost completely from professional photography and subsequently died 

at the age of 47, at which point many of his works were put away and remained out of the public eye for more 

than four decades. This exhibition is a timely opportunity to revisit them, recognising both their intrinsic artistic 

value and the light they shed on an important historic moment. 

‘Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw’ is at Proud Central from 22 March to 6 May 2018. 

By Frances Hedges, March 21 2018 



Condé Nast Traveler 

Online, 19/04/2018 

Never-before-seen photographs of the Kennedy family are given 

a special airing at The Proud Galleries. Taken by Mark Shaw, 

the Life photographer who followed the family from John F Ken-

nedy’s years as a senator into the presidency, this exhibition 

gives a glimpse of life at the White House, the family's home in 

Virginia and holidays on the Amalfi Coast. As a close personal 

friend, Shaw was granted unusual access to the Kennedy’s per-

sonal and private lives, photographing them candidly in an unoffi-

cial capacity as well as taking official portraits of JFK and his 

wife, Jackie. Highlights include JFK’s favourite-ever portrait of 

himself.  

The Best Exhibitions in London 

From the paintings and sculptures from Picasso's greatest year, displayed in one place for the first time ever, to the 

power of internet graphics: these are the London exhibitions you can't miss in 2018 by SARAH JAME  

http://www.cntraveller.com/gallery/highlights-of-the-amalfi-coast


GQ 

Online, 26/03/2018 

Proud Galleries has opened the latest exhibition at Proud 

Central, unveiling a poignant collection of historic photo-

graphs of the Kennedy family by distinguished Life photojour-

nalist Mark Shaw. The set of images on display chronicles 

America’s much-adored First Family at pivotal moments as 

John F Kennedy progressed into presidency, all from the 

viewpoint of Shaw as a close friend to the family as much as 

an entrusted commissioned photographer. The exhibition 

marks the 55th anniversary of JFK’s assassination. 



AnOther Magazine  

Online, 06/04/2018 

The Story Behind John F. Kennedy’s Favourite Image of Himself 

American fashion and portrait photographer Mark Shaw captured the Kennedys at home in the 1960s, in 

a series of unprecedented intimate images 

A portrait of Jackie and JFK , Yellow Room, 1959 

© Mark Shaw / mptvimages.com 

In what would be his first and only foray into political photography, image-maker Mark Shaw was commissioned by 

LIFE magazine in 1959 to shoot Jacqueline and John F. Kennedy. The photographer had made his name capturing 

iconic stars and fashion shoots of the era – he’d trained his lens on the likes of Elizabeth Taylor, Pablo Picasso and 

Brigitte Bardot for publications like Harper’s Bazaar and LIFE. “Shaw’s images capture the Kennedy family in a re-

laxed and candid style, and encapsulate the memories and experiences of his close relationship with the Kennedys at 

a pivotal moment in American history,” says Amy Thornett, curator of Proud Central’s exhibition Life with the Kenne-

dys: Photographs by Mark Shaw. “The photographs from Hyannis Port are particularly reminiscent of the ‘American 

Dream’ and intentionally encouraged the Camelot narrative,” in which JFK is seen as a fallen hero of Arthurian legend 

proportions, “portraying them as the ‘perfect’ American family.” 

Taken over a period when JFK went from senator to president, Shaw’s photographs offer an unprecedented view of 

the Kennedys’ lives, which was made possible through the close relationship he fostered with the family. Indeed, the 

photographer was profoundly affected by the president’s assassination, but maintained a friendship with Jackie. Thor-

nett describes a particular 1962 shot “depicting Jackie on a private cruise, leaning playfully over the side of the boat 

while holding Shaw’s camera. Sometime after JFK’s assassination, Jackie borrowed Shaw’s camera equipment again 

and returned it with a heartfelt note, confirming that their friendship was still a close one.” It’s this undeniable warmth 

between subject and photographer that renders Shaw’s images so unique and intimate. 



AnOther Magazine  

Online, 06/04/2018 

This was an era before presidents and politicians had official photographers to document their lives and careers; 

Thornett notes that “JFK was the first president to hire a Chief Official White House Photographer; Cecil Stoughton”. 

“Whereas in previous presidencies, all official photographs had been taken by a selection of military photographers,” 

she explains, “JFK understood how necessary it was to have documentation of inside the White House in a world 

that was becoming so strongly influenced by the media.” 

A black and white shot of JFK that features in Life with the Kennedys, entitled JFK on the dunes near Hyannis 

Port, was purportedly a favourite of the president’s. “The photograph was taken as part of a larger photoshoot set 

around the coastal region of Hyannis Port,” where the family spent holidays. “While other images from the shoot fo-

cus on the intimate family relationships shared between the Kennedys, this image stands out for its solitary depiction 

of JFK amongst the reeds. We see him wistfully walking into the landscape, his back turned with his jacket casually 

clutched in the crook of his arm.” A hub of family events and vacations, Shaw captured the politician unusually alone 

at the idyllic Massachusetts retreat; the photographer describes the family there as “together, always celebrating 

birthdays, parties, anniversaries, conscious of outdoor life, the beach and the air” in his seminal 1964 photo-book 

The Kennedys. 

JFK, who was senator at the time, appears pensive and calm, “relaxed and glamorous”, though Thornett identifies 

some tension in Shaw’s photograph. Its “minimalist framing suggests a tinge of melancholy as he walks into the flat 

greenery,” she says. Describing how the image has become “symbolic” of JFK’s time in office, the curator continues: 

“Remembered for his unique charm and wit, the president seduced America with his fresh young face and willing-

ness to rejuvenate American politics. The portrait hints at a man grappling with his responsibilities as both the leader 

of the United States and as a father.” 

Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw is at Proud Central, London, until May 6, 2018.  

JFK on the dunes near Hyannis Port, 1959© Mark Shaw / mptvimages.com 



It’s Nice That 

Online, 27/03/18 

Marking the 55th anniversary of JFK’s assassination, London’s Proud Central gallery is exhibiting Mark Shaw’s 

intimate portraits of the Kennedy family taken in the years preceding his death. Shaw was a renowned photojour-

nalist and the Kennedys’ unofficial family photographer, and his images offer an unrivalled depiction of the presi-

dent and first lady in their golden era. 

Mark had built a strong reputation as a fashion and portrait photographer in the 1950s for publications such as 

Harper’s Bazaar before he began his longstanding work for Life magazine, eventually shooting over 27 covers 

and 100 stories for the title with stars such as Audrey Hepburn and Pablo Picasso. This led to his commission in 

1959 to photograph portraits of Jackie Kennedy and then-senator John F. Kennedy during his presidential cam-

paign, depicting them at the White House and their holiday home – the latter including JFK’s favourite portrait of 

himself: JFK on the dunes near Hyannis Port. This image has been used frequently since JFK’s assassination to 

symbolise his presidency, and has been on display in White House through multiple presidencies since. “The por-

trait depicts JFK as a reflective and romantic figure,” the gallery says, “and helped to cement the idea of 

‘Camelot’, which Jackie so deftly applied to his presidency.” 

The photographer is said to have became a close friend of the family, and when JFK was assassinated in 1963, 

he distanced himself from photography having been deeply affected by the event. He died unexpectedly aged 47 

and most of his works – many unseen – were put in storage for over 40 years, until his son and daughter-in-law 

discovered them and published The Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw in 1996, as well as forming the Mark 

Shaw Photographic Archive. Many of the most iconic will be shown as part of this exhibition at Proud, opening 22 

March – 6 May 2018. 



Wallpaper 

Online, 29/03/2018 

Marking the 55th anniversary of John F Kennedy’s assassination, Proud Galleries is exhibit-

ing an extraordinary body of historic photographs by LIFE photojournalist and filmmaker 

Mark Shaw. After being commissioned to shoot a series of intimate portraits of Jacqueline 

Kennedy (her husband then a senator running for President) in 1959, Shaw became the 

unofficial photographer for the family, documenting both official and candid images for them. 

His iconic images of the glamourous family came to represent American ideals in the 1950s 

and 1960s. ‘Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw’ is on view 22 March – 6 

May. 

 

Pictured, Jackie sits at JFK’s senate desk, Washington DC, 1959, by Mark Shaw.  

© Mark Shaw / mptvimages.com 

 

Writer: Lynsie Roberts 



Arts & Collections Magazine  

Online, 19/03/18 

Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw 

By Annalisa D'Alessio 

Proud Central in London will showcase a collection of historic photographs of the Kennedy family shot by famed pho-

tographer, Mark Shaw. 

Chronicling the ‘golden years’ of one of the most famous families to ever step into the White House, Life with the 

Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw will retrace JFK’s stellar rise to office—from his days as Senator to and stint 

as 35th president of the United States to his tragic murder. 

This exhibition, which marks the 55th anniversary of JFK’s assassination, is a lasting tribute to Shaw’s work. It en-

capsulates the memories of the Kennedy family during a pivotal moment in American history. 

Mark Shaw, LIFE magazine photojournalist, filmmaker and close friend of JFK himself, began his career in New 

York. He made his name capturing pictures of celebrities—like Audrey Hepburn, Pablo Picasso and Brigitte Bardot to 

name a few—for various magazines. 

In 1959, only four short years before JFK’s brutal assassination, Shaw was commissioned to shoot portraits of 

Jacqueline Kennedy as John F. Kennedy was on his famous campaign trail. Jackie was—and still is—an icon of ele-

gance and style, as well as a coveted subject for photographers. 

Over time, he built a strong bond with the family and quickly became their ‘unofficial’ photographer. This close rela-

tionship allowed Shaw to capture the most intimate moments between the couple, giving audiences everywhere a 

true insight into their private domestic life. 

Running from 22 March until 6 May 2018 at Proud Central in London, the exhibition will include JFK’s favourite por-

trait of himself in addition to family pictures of the Kennedys, holiday shots and playful images all encapsulating the 

American Dream. 

Deeply affected by the loss of his friend, Shaw distanced himself from photography in 1963. His works were stored 

and many remained unseen for over 40 years. Decades later, Shaw’s son and his wife founded The Mark Shaw Pho-

tographic Archive, ultimately making this exhibition possible.  

Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw will be showing at Proud Central from 22 March until 6 May 

2018. For more information, visit www.proud.co.uk. 

 



Creative Boom 

Online, 20/03/2018 

 

In a new exhibition at Proud Galleries, Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw, showcases 
historic photographs of the Kennedy family captured by the noted LIFE photojournalist and film-maker. 
 
Within this collection, Shaw chronicles the golden years of the Kennedy family as John F. Kennedy pro-
gressed from the role of Senator to his early presidency. The exhibition marks the 55th anniversary of 
JFK’s harrowing assassination, shining a new light onto America’s most loved First Family before the 
tragic events that followed. 
 
Included in this collection is JFK’s favourite portrait of himself, an introspective image of John wistfully 
walking into the landscape with his back turned, amongst other depictions of self-reflectivity. 
 
These quiet moments are contrasted with loving connections between mother and child, regal portraits of 
the celebrated couple and a playful image of Jackie leaning out of the family sailing boat clutching 
Shaw’s camera. The settings of Shaw's pictures vary from vacation retreats to the White House, but in 
each photograph the sense of optimism in the American Dream is present. 
 
Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw, runs from 22 March to 6 May 2018 at Proud Galler-
ies. For more information visit www.proud.co.uk. 
 
All images courtesy of Proud Central | © Mark Shaw 

Life with the Kennedys: Mark Shaw’s intimate photographs 

of America’s 35th President and his family  

http://www.proud.co.uk/


Muse Magazine (Italy) 

Online, 10/04/2018 

Proud Galleries presents Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw, an exhibition of historic pho-
tographs of the Kennedy family by noted LIFE photojournalist and film-maker Mark Shaw. Within this poign-
ant collection, Shaw chronicles the golden years of the Kennedy family as John F. Kennedy progressed from 
the role of Senator to his early presidency. 

The exhibition marks the 55th anniversary of JFK’s harrowing assassination, shining a new light onto Ameri-

ca’s most loved First Family before the tragic events that followed. The exhibition includes JFK’s favourite 

portrait of himself, an introspective image of John wistfully walking into the landscape with his back turned, 

amongst other depictions of self-reflectivity. These quiet moments are contrasted with loving connections 

between mother and child, regal portraits of the celebrated couple and a playful image of Jackie leaning out 

of the family sailing boat clutching Shaw’s camera. The settings of Shaw’s pictures vary from vacation re-

treats to the White House, but in each photograph the sense of optimism in the American Dream is present. 

The exhibition will be open until May 6th. 

HOME SWEET KENNEDY PROUD GALLERIES 

The Kennedy’s informal portraits by the photojournalist and film-maker Mark Shaw. 



The Pool 

Online, 16/03/18 

SEE THE KENNEDYS LIKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN THEM BEFORE 

There's a reason Mark Shaw is famed for his intimate photographs of John F Kennedy 

and Jackie Kennedy – they offer an insight into the lives of a family that is, more often 

than not, overshadowed by JFK's tragic death. From 22 March, the general public will 

have the chance to have gander at Shaw's vibrant portraits at the Proud Central gallery 

in London. For more information about this event, click here. 

https://www.proudonline.co.uk/exhibitions


D-Journal (Dubai) 

Online, 03/2018 

Must See | Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw 

Proud Central in London unfolds a collection of historic photographs of the Kennedy family shot by famed 

photographer, Mark Shaw. Chronicling the ‘golden years’ of one of the most famous families to ever step 

into the White House, Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw showcases some of his most inti-

mate portraits, from Jackie reclining in her husband’s office to JFK lost in thought on the beach. 

This exhibition, which marks the 55th anniversary of JFK’s assassination, is a lasting tribute to Shaw’s work. 

It encapsulates the memories of the Kennedy family during a pivotal moment in American history. 

Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw will be showing at Proud Central from 22 March until 6 

May 2018. 

 

http://markshawphoto.com/life-with-the-kennedys-proud-gallery-london/


Cheese Konbini (France) 

Online, 28/03/2018 

Dans l’intimité du mythique couple Kennedy à 

travers les photos de Mark Shaw 

par Donnia Ghezlane-Lala 

Des photos intimes du couple présidentiel Jackie et John F. Kennedy font l’objet d’une exposition à Londres 

jusqu’au 6 mai 2018. 

Les Kennedy ont toujours fasciné et passionné l’Amérique ; ils ont laissé les photographes entrer dans l’intimité de 
leur vie familiale, ce qui a participé à la construction d’un mythe : celui de la famille la plus aimée des États-Unis. On 
les fantasmait, on les enviait. Puis, la tragédie a sonné à la porte de la Maison-Blanche, cristallisant à tout jamais ce 
couple dans le drame, la violence et le deuil. 

Mark Shaw a fait partie de ces photographes qui ont pu approcher de très près cette famille. Et l’exposition Life with 

the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw, à la galerie Proud Central London, retrace cette relation en images 

jusqu’au 6 mai 2018. Cette exposition marque par ailleurs le 55e anniversaire de l’assassinat de l’ancien président 

américain. 

Une relation forte 

Mark Shaw a réalisé plus de 27 couvertures pour le magazine Life, et plus de 100 éditoriaux, en tant que photojour-

naliste. Il a commencé sa carrière à New York en immortalisant les visages des plus grandes personnalités des an-

nées 1950 pour Harper’s Bazaar et d’autres publications prestigieuses. Sa réputation s’est construite dans le portrait 

et la photo de mode : Elizabeth Taylor, Audrey Hepburn, Pablo Picasso et Brigitte Bardot font, entre autres, partie 

des célébrités qui sont passées devant son objectif. 

Historiques mais aussi poignantes, ses archives photo exposées sont une collection nostalgique des années d ’or de 

Jackie et JFK : de son rôle de sénateur à son élection présidentielle. C’est en 1959 que Shaw a été commissionné 

pour prendre des portraits intimes de Jacqueline Kennedy et de son mari lorsque ce dernier était encore un sénateur 

en campagne pour les présidentielles. Au fil du temps, une relation forte s ’est instaurée entre le photographe et le 

couple ; Mark Shaw est naturellement devenu par la suite le photographe officieux et domestique de la famille Ken-

nedy. 

Quand JFK a été tué en 1963, le photographe a été profondément affecté par la perte de celui qui était devenu un 

ami, et a décidé de prendre de la distance avec la photographie. Mark Shaw s’est éteint six ans plus tard, à l’âge de 

49 ans, et a laissé derrière lui des clichés abandonnés et jamais exposés pendant 40 ans. Bien plus tard, en 1996, 

son fils David et sa femme Juliet ont fondé The Mark Shaw Photographic Archive, et ont choisi de rendre son œuvre 

accessible à un nouveau public en publiant le livre photo The Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw. 

Leur collection de photos est depuis devenue un hommage durable au travail de Mark Shaw, encapsulant les souve-

nirs et les expériences de sa relation étroite avec les Kennedy à un moment charnière de l’histoire américaine. Parmi 

les photos affichées sur les murs de la galerie Proud Central, apparaît le portrait préféré de John F. Kennedy (ci-

dessus) : une image introspective, en noir et blanc, sur laquelle on le voit se balader à Hyannis Port, dans le Massa-

chusetts, en 1959, et qui a été largement relayée par la presse après son assassinat pour symboliser sa présidence, 

c’est-à-dire une figure présidentielle romantique et réfléchie. 

Ces instants contemplatifs contrastent avec des moments de joie et d’amour, plus colorés, partagés en famille en 

vacances ou entre les hauts murs de la Maison-Blanche, et qui nous rappellent que le rêve américain est aujourd’hui 

déchu. 

"Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw", exposition du 22 mars jusqu’au 6 mai 2018, à la galerie Proud Central, 

Londres. 

https://www.proudonline.co.uk/


il Post (Italy)  

Online, 29/03/2018 

Fino al 6 maggio la Proud Central di Londra 

ospiterà la mostra Life with the Kennedys: Pho-

tographs by Mark Shaw, con foto storiche della 

famiglia del presidente americano John Fitzger-

ald Kennedy scattate da Mark Shaw, noto foto-

grafo che lavorava per la rivista LIFE e che ha 

fotografato la famiglia Kennedy quando JFK era 

ancora senatore e durante i suoi primi anni di 

presidenza. La mostra è stata pensata per il 

55esimo anniversario dell’assassinio di JFK, 

che venne ucciso il 22 novembre 1963 mentre 

attraversava sulla limousine presidenziale lo 

spiazzo di Dealey Plaza, nel quartiere del West 

End a Dallas.  

Shaw iniziò la sua carriera alla fine degli anni Quaranta a New York, fotografando persone famose per la ri-

vista Harper’s Bazaar e altri giornali di moda, ma è ricordato soprattutto per il lavoro per LIFE, la più importante ri-

vista di fotogiornalismo del tempo, per cui realizzò 27 copertine e decine di servizi. Fotografò persone come Eliza-

beth Taylor, Audrey Hepburn, Pablo Picasso e Brigitte Bardot. Nel 1959 gli venne commissionato un servizio su 

Jacqueline Kennedy e il marito, l’allora senatore John F. Kennedy, candidato alle presidenziali: diventò loro amico e 

fotografo non ufficiale, documentando la loro vita in un modo più intimo e personale. Ci sono foto alla Casa Bianca e 

alla loro casa delle vacanze a Hyannis Port, in Massachusetts, dove è stata scattata quella che è considerata la foto 

preferita dallo stesso Kennedy, che lo mostra mentre cammina di spalle. 

Dopo l’assassinio di Kennedy nel 1963, Shaw si allontanò dalla fotografia. Morì qualche anno dopo, nel 1969 a 47 

anni, e la maggior parte delle sue foto rimase inedita per altri 40 anni fino a quando il figlio fondò il suo archivio. 



ePhotozine 

Online 

Proud Galleries is delighted to present 'Life with the Kennedys: 

Photographs by Mark Shaw', an exhibition of historic photo-

graphs of the Kennedy family by noted LIFE photojournalist and 

film-maker Mark Shaw. Within this poignant collection, Shaw 

chronicles the golden years of the Kennedy family as John F. 

Kennedy progressed from the role of Senator to his early presi-

dency. The exhibition marks the 55th anniversary of JFK's har-

rowing assassination, shining a new light onto America's most 

loved First Family before the tragic events that followed. 

 

Mark Shaw began his professional photographic career in New 

York City, capturing the notable celebrities of the 1950's for 

Harper's Bazaar and other major fashion publications. He built 

a reputation as a fashion and portrait photographer and free-

lanced for LIFE, shooting over 27 covers and more than 100 

stories during his time at the magazine. Elizabeth Taylor, 

Audrey Hepburn, Pablo Picasso and Brigitte Bardot were just a 

number of distinguished figures Shaw captured within his short 

yet remarkable career. In 1959, Shaw was commissioned to shoot what would become his most memorable 

photographs; intimate portraits of Jacqueline Kennedy as her husband Senator John F. Kennedy was run-

ning his Presidential campaign. Over time he built a strong rapport with the family and became entrusted as 

the Kennedys' unofficial photographer. Shaw documented 'The American Royals' at the White House and at 

their holiday home in Hyannis Port, producing his much loved photographs of the family in both official and 

candid settings. His close friendship revealed an unparalleled insight into their intriguing domestic life. 

The exhibition includes JFK's favourite portrait of himself, an introspective image of John wistfully walking 

into the landscape with his back turned, amongst other depictions of self-reflectivity. These quiet moments 

are contrasted with loving connections between mother and child, regal portraits of the celebrated couple and 

a playful image of Jackie leaning out of the family sailing boat clutching Shaw's camera. The settings of 

Shaw's pictures vary from vacation retreats to the White House, but in each photograph the sense of opti-

mism in the American Dream is present. 

 

Following JFK's assassination in 1963, Mark Shaw distanced himself from photography, affected deeply by 

the loss of his close friend. When Shaw unexpectedly passed away at the age of 47, the majority of his works 

were placed into storage and remained unseen for over 40 years. In 1996, Shaw's son David and his wife 

Juliet founded The Mark Shaw Photographic Archive and his pictures were re-introduced to a new audience 

in The Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw photobook. The collection has since become a lasting tribute 

to the work of Mark Shaw, encapsulating the memories and experiences of his close relationship with The 

Kennedys at a pivotal moment in American history. 

 



All in London 

Online 

Mark Shaw began his professional photographic career in New York City, capturing the notable celebrities of 

the 1950’s for Harper’s Bazaar and other major fashion publications. He built a reputation as a fashion and por-

trait photographer and freelanced for LIFE, shooting over 27 covers and more than 100 stories during his time 

at the magazine. Elizabeth Taylor, Audrey Hepburn, Pablo Picasso and Brigitte Bardot were just a number of 

distinguished figures Shaw captured within his short yet remarkable career.  

 

In 1959, Shaw was commissioned to shoot what would become his most memorable photographs; intimate 

portraits of Jacqueline Kennedy as her husband Senator John F. Kennedy was running his Presidential cam-

paign. Over time he built a strong rapport with the family and became entrusted as the Kennedys’ unofficial 

photographer. Shaw documented ‘The American Royals’ at the White House and at their holiday home in Hy-

annis Port, producing his much loved photographs of the family in both official and candid settings. His close 

friendship revealed an unparalleled insight into their intriguing domestic life. 

 

The exhibition includes JFK’s favourite portrait of himself, an introspective image of John wistfully walking into 

the landscape with his back turned, amongst other depictions of self-reflectivity. These quiet moments are con-

trasted with loving connections between mother and child, regal portraits of the celebrated couple and a playful 

image of Jackie leaning out of the family sailing boat clutching Shaw’s camera. The settings of Shaw's pictures 

vary from vacation retreats to the White House, but in each photograph the sense of optimism in the American 

Dream is present. 

 

Following JFK’s assassination in 1963, Mark Shaw distanced himself from photography, affected deeply by the 

loss of his close friend. When Shaw unexpectedly passed away at the age of 47, the majority of his works were 

placed into storage and remained unseen for over 40 years. In 1996, Shaw’s son David and his wife Juliet 

founded The Mark Shaw Photographic Archive and his pictures were re-introduced to a new audience in The 

Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw photobook. The collection has since become a lasting tribute to the 

work of Mark Shaw, encapsulating the memories and experiences of his close relationship with The Kennedys 

at a pivotal moment in American history. 

Images courtesy of Proud Galleries © Mark Shaw / mptvimages.com 

Official Link: https://www.proudonline.co.uk/ 

Proud Galleries is delighted to present 

‘Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by 

Mark Shaw’, an exhibition of historic pho-

tographs of the Kennedy family by noted 

LIFE photojournalist and film-maker Mark 

Shaw. Within this poignant collection, 

Shaw chronicles the golden years of the 

Kennedy family as John F. Kennedy pro-

gressed from the role of Senator to his 

early presidency. The exhibition marks the 

55th anniversary of JFK’s harrowing as-

sassination, shining a new light onto 

America’s most loved First Family before 

the tragic events that followed. 



Carpe Diem 

Online 

Proud Galleries is delighted to present ‘Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw’, an exhibition of historic 

photographs of the Kennedy family by noted LIFE photojournalist and film-maker Mark Shaw. Within this poignant 

collection, Shaw chronicles the golden years of the Kennedy family as John F. Kennedy progressed from the role of 

Senator to his early presidency.  

 

The exhibition includes JFK’s favourite portrait of himself, an introspective image of John wistfully walking into the 

landscape with his back turned, amongst other depictions of self-reflectivity. These quiet moments are contrasted 

with loving connections between mother and child, regal portraits of the celebrated couple and a playful image of 

Jackie leaning out of the family sailing boat clutching Shaw’s camera. The settings of Shaw's pictures vary from va-

cation retreats to the White House, but in each photograph the sense of optimism in the American Dream is pre-

sent.  

 

'Life with the Kennedys: Photographs by Mark Shaw' marks the 55th anniversary of JFK’s harrowing assassination, 

shining a new light onto America’s most loved First Family before the tragic events that followed. 

For further information please visit our website: proudonline.co.uk/exhibitions 

 

22nd March – 6th May 2018  

Proud Central 

32 John Adam Street 

London 

WC2N 6BP 

 

Entry is free.  

 

Image courtesy of Proud Galleries, © Mark Shaw / mptvimages.com  

https://proudonline.co.uk/exhibitions


London on The Inside 

Online 

LIFE WITH THE KENNEDYS | PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARK SHAW 

As we approach the 55th anniversary of JFK's assassination, Proud Central is hosting an 

exhibition of photographs of the Kennedys taken by former LIFE photojournalist Mark 

Shaw. Have shot the family at The White House and Hyannis Port, Shaw became a close 

friend of the Kennedys, so his images offer an intimate insight into their lives. Not only is it 

a free exhibition, it's a must-see for anyone interested in American history. © Mark 

Shaw / mptvimages.com 

22nd March - 6th May 2018 

32 John Adam Street, London WC2N 6BP, UK - 

proudonline.co.uk 



Instagram Promotions  
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